Innovative
Italian
Cooking

Sous-vide cooking at low temperatures
and cold pasteurization

Villa Food:
cutting-edge
cuisine
Villa Food has created an exceptional range to allow you to offer your customers an
extremely high-quality menu at any time,
with just a few minutes required to prepare the dishes. It has used the most innovative cooking and conservation techniques
and ensured that all of the products are
delicious, healthy and safe.
Find out how to enhance your gourmet selection with 100% Italian-made delights
and optimize your organization without
having to make any structural investments.
No excess, no waste and no stress.

Presented by Earth Day
Italia at Expo 2015

Our products are
special because
they are:
Not frozen

Our products do not need to be frozen.

Safe

The safety of the products is guaranteed
both by the sous-vide cooking process
and by the HPP (High-Pressure Processing) cold pasteurization technique.

Able to be stored for up to 90 days

The shelf lives of our products range from
a minimum of 40 to a maximum of 90 days.

Easy to store

Our tubs can be stored in a refrigerator.
They are easy to stack and they take
up very little room.

Quick to prepare and aesthetically pleasing

Simply put each tub in a 600
watt microwave oven for one
minute. All of the original
consistency, colours and
aromas of the products are
preserved.

Free of added preservatives

Our dishes do not contain any
added artificial preservatives or
chemical additives.
Beef sirloin steak
with mustard

Vegetable caponata
in which the sensory properties of all of the ingredients are preserved

Why we are
unique and how
you can benefit
HPP (High-Pressure Processing)
cold pasteurization

HPP (High-Pressure Processing) completely suppresses the bacterial loads in
food, thus guaranteeing that it is totally
safe and increasing its shelf life to
up to 90 days. The entire HPP procedure takes place in a system at the Villa
Food factory in Villa Santina (Udine).

Sous-vide and cooking at low
temperatures

All of the dishes created by Villa Food
are cooked sous-vide at low temperatures. From a hygienic point of view,
this means that they are uncontaminated and cannot be contaminated.
In addition, this cooking technique helps
to preserve the sensory properties of the
foods and the inherent qualities of fresh
products while reducing the loss of vitamins and dietary elements. Consequently, the flavours, colours, natural aromas
and nutritional qualities remain intact.

The Rabbit Roll
can either be regenerated in a microwave or in a frying pan

Starred dishes
and customized
recipes
Only seasonal ingredients are used to
make Villa Food dishes. Therefore, in
some months some of them are not included in the catalogue. To see the whole range and find out about availability,
go to the website at www.villafood.it,
where you can also download the dedicated app.

The swordfish slice
combines taste with all of the precious nutritional
properties of the fish

Villa Food’s starred chef has created a full
menu of dishes that are ready to be
enjoyed and made with high-quality, extremely fresh ingredients that change with the
seasons. The selection contains nothing
but the finest traditional Italian meat, fish
and vegetarian hors d’oeuvre, first courses,
second courses and side dishes.
Villa Food’s products come in separate
portions in ergonomic tubs that are ready
to be heated in a microwave oven, a traditional oven or a frying pan. Plating them
could not be easier and they are always
exceptionally visually appealing.
Do you want a customized recipe? Our
chef and technical staff will be happy to
plan any dish you like. Villa Food can
also supply dozens of types of fine,
pre-prepared meat.

A Rainbow Sea Bass
that has just been regenerated
in a microwave oven

Villa Food:
vision
and initiative

We are
what
we eat
That is our firm belief. Therefore, we have
tested every single one of our products
in order to ensure that the ingredients
are ideally balanced. The resulting dishes are delicious, healthy and nutritious. We also focus on practicality in
terms of both preparation and storage.
Our goal is to ensure that our products
are perfect in every respect.

Villa Food is an innovative start-up based in the heart of the Carnic Prealps
in Friuli Venezia Giulia. A key contribution to Villa Food’s exceptional output of high-quality dishes is made
by its close partnership with the
Department of Food Science at
the University of Udine. Planning,
design, research and state-of-theart technology play a crucial part in
everything that we do.

Octopus salad
without potatoes, for a lighter meal

Tuscan Soup
with cavolo nero, beans, smoked pancetta and herbs

Hors d’oeuvre
Introducing some of our delectable hors d’oeuvre.
See the whole menu at www.villafood.it.

Vegetable hors d’oeuvre
Broccoli flan ~ Olivier salad ~ Pumpkin
flan ~ Pumpkin timbale ~ Courgette tart
Courgette tart with Montasio cheese
Asparagus tart ~ Spinach tart ~ Spinach
tart with Montasio cheese
Fish hors d’oeuvre
Herrings with herbs ~ Herrings in saor
Prawn tails ~ Octopus salad ~ Cuttlefish
salad with olives ~ Smoked swordfish
Adriatic quartet ~ Smoked salmon
Sardines in saor ~ Octopus soppressata ~ Sardine timbale

Adriatic quartet
octopus, smoked salmon,
swordfish and prawn tails

The spinach tart
with Montasio cheese is a real treat
for both the eyes and the palate

Meat hors d’oeuvre
Piglet in tuna sauce ~ Finely sliced roast beef ~ Veal in tuna sauce

First courses
Choice products that change with the seasons.
See the whole menu at www.villafood.it.

Vegetable first courses
Crepes with asparagus ~ Crepes with
blue cheese ~ Crepes with red radicchio ~ Plain potato gnocchi ~ Plain
pumpkin gnocchi ~ Cold pasta salad
Rice salad ~ Barley salad ~ Mushroom
lasagne ~ Asparagus lasagne ~ Radicchio lasagne ~ Vegetarian lasagne
Herb orzotto ~ Vegetable orzotto
Mushroom orzotto ~ Radicchio orzotto
Paccheri with pesto on fondue ~ Paccheri
with artichokes ~ Paccheri di Gragnano
Radicchio ravioli ~ Pumpkin ravioli ~ Tuscan soup ~ Bean soup ~ Vegetable
soup
Fish first courses
Grouper ravioli with pistachios ~ Grouper
tortello ~ Tagliatelle alla busara

Paella,
to add some colour and international
flavour to the table

Meat first courses
Savoy anellini with smoked pancetta
Cannelloni with cooked ham ~ Orzotto
with sausage ~ Cannelloni with sausage and mushrooms ~ Gnocchi alla
romana ~ Lasagne with ragù ~ Penne
all’amatriciana with pancetta

The vegetarian lasagne
are light yet delicious

Second courses Side dishes
Fresh ingredients for an endless variety of dishes.
See the whole menu at www.villafood.it.

Vegetables that are as flavoursome as when they were
picked. See the whole menu at www.villafood.it.

Vegetables
Asparagus cooked sous-vide ~ Artichokes ~ Peas ~ Steamed chard ~ Vegetable caponata ~ Carrots ~ French beans
Belgian endive

Fish second courses
Roast angler fish ~ Diced salmon
Diced salmon without vegetables ~ Rainbow sea bass ~ Sea bass with potatoes ~ Mackerel fillets with herbs ~ Gilthead bream with asparagus and olives
Perch with lemon ~ Escalope of salmon
Escalope of sea bass ~ Stewed cuttlefish ~ European flying squid stuffed with
prawns and mussels ~ Swordfish slice

Sliced, grilled beef steak with potatoes
more than 150 g of superior quality steak

Meat second courses
Beef sirloin steak with mustard
Cotechino ~ Turkey breast with potatoes
Turkey breast without potatoes ~ Beef fillet ~ Curried chicken fricassee ~ Chicken
pieces ~ Guanciale ~ Beef with sweet
paprika ~ Chicken breast ~ Chicken breast with herbs ~ Veal meatballs ~ Saddle
of rabbit ~ Piglet shoulder ~ Turkey with
chestnuts ~ Sliced, grilled pork ~ Sliced,
grilled beef steak with potatoes ~ Sliced,
grilled beef steak without potatoes

Experience the Villa Food flavours now
Contact us to arrange a visit or a tasting session.
Villa Food srl
Via Divisione Julia, 21 ~ 33029 Villa Santina ~ Udine ~ Italy
Tel. +39 0433 74460 ~ Fax +39 0433 750854
info@villafood.it ~ www.villafood.it

